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“Whatfinger News”: What the Drudge Report Was Meant
to Be
In this anti-establishment age, people are
increasingly moving toward anti-
establishment news sources. Many good
examples exist, but as far as news
aggregators go, one stands out: Whatfinger
News (Whatfinger.com).

That’s right, not the Drudge Report. That
titan of news-aggregator traffic loses out
because of an area in which it may be
without peer: providing eyeballs for left-
wing websites. More on that momentarily.

It’s not hard to put your finger on what makes Whatfinger stand out: much more news, more
conservative news, and better views. Whatfinger is well organized and above-board, presenting
headline news from various sources, categories for right-wing and left-wing outlets (with the latter far
smaller!), and a prominent video section.

Most of Whatfinger’s readers are ex-Drudge fans alienated from Drudge due to perceived establishment
bias. And its Web traffic levels reflect the anti-establishment wave. SimilarWeb shows Whatfinger’s
“numbers at 1.63M in the traditionally slow month of December while back in August they were pulling
in about 400K hits. That’s a pretty fast-paced build in the Sabermetrics of digital publishing,” reports
Liberty Nation.

Speaking of a liberty nation, Drudge just doesn’t seem to be doing much to help us maintain that status.
Let’s first understand that, as they may teach in journalism school, everyone and every entity have a
bias. Note that unlike a “prejudice,” a bias doesn’t have to be negative by definition. What really
matters is whether you’re biased in favor of the Truth — or a lie.

Unfortunately, too many of Drudge’s sources have a very definite leftist bias; this is not mere
perception, either. As Liberty Nation also informs, reporting on a 2015 study:

The Drudge Report is Numero Uno for referring traffic primarily to the rogue’s gallery of narrative-
driven left-wing media outlets like CNN, the New York Times, and The Washington Post. As a
conservative who’s now well versed in the power and money that traffic gives these outlets, one
must ask[:] What’s up with that? Why is such a robust website on the right driving so much traffic
to the left? Don’t these legacy properties [that] perform palace guard functions for the
establishment already have enough influence and power to get there on their own? Do
conservatives need to be giving them a helping hand?

A telling infographic at libertynation.com provides a snapshot of the huge volume of traffic referred by
Drudge to establishment news sites — 99 million visits to dailymail.co.uk, 87 million visits to
news.yahoo.com, 64 million visits to CNN.com, etc.

Wouldn’t it be nice if, instead of providing eyeballs for the fake-news media, some of this traffic were directed toward honest
outlets such as The New American?

http://www.whatfinger.com/
http://www.whatfinger.com/
https://www.libertynation.com/the-drudge-report-statistics-dpm/
https://www.libertynation.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/drudge2.jpg
https://www.thenewamerican.com/
https://thenewamerican.com/author/selwyn-duke/?utm_source=_pdf
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Note that traffic is a website’s lifeblood, equating to influence and income. Feed the beast, and the
beast grows. Wither on the vine the knights trying to slay the dragon, the knights get slain. We
conservatives already have to deal with Twitter’s shadowbanning, Facebook’s censors, and Google’s
blacklists. Et tu, Drudge?

Perhaps Drudge’s failure is explained by O’Sullivan’s First Law: “Any institution that is not explicitly
right wing will become left wing over time.” A more precise way of putting it, however, is that any
institution not rooted to ageless principles will bend to the age’s preferences.

Matt Drudge, the eponymous founder of the Drudge Report, has embraced the label “conservative.”
Sadly, however, he too often seems to be conserving the legacy media’s power.

As to power, Drudge is still where it lies in the news-aggregator business. But if Drudge is the aging
heavyweight champ, Whatfinger is the younger, more vibrant up-and-coming contender who only needs
a title shot to hoist the belt. I hope it gets it, too, because the current media status quo has
conservatives heading for a knockout.

 

Contact Selwyn Duke, follow him on Twitter or log on to SelwynDuke.com
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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